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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
While Web site personalization has been a hot eCommerce topic for years, managers of online 
businesses know that executing Web site personalization is not easy. In spite of consumer affinity for 
personalization, few companies other than Amazon.com and Netflix execute it in a turnkey, efficient, 
and effective way. As evidenced by these success stories, eCommerce personalization can be very 
rewarding. However, most eCommerce sites that do personalize their experiences carry the process 
out manually. That no longer needs to be the case, as personalization is now easier then ever: Fast 
integration and a significant decrease in deployment costs mean that it is now time for eBusiness 
executives to reconsider off-the-shelf personalization tools. A slew of relatively new personalization 
vendors (and some older companies with new offerings) have created automated solutions to make 
eCommerce personalization easier and, in many cases, more affordable. While most of these tools are 
still young and evolving, clients indicate that personalization does lift key metrics such as conversion 
and revenue. 
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WEB SITE PERSONALIZATION IS AN UNDERLEVERAGED WEAPON

Personalization has been an eCommerce buzzword for years. The ability to present customers with 
relevant products, pages, or offers that are customized is an objective that online retailers have aspired 
to since they began selling online. Personalization can be defined as broadly as one-to-one interactions 
(e.g., greeting returning customers by name or simply enabling them to save preferences) or one-to-
many interactions (e.g., versioning a Web site for different segments of visitors) (see Figure 1). In 
general, consumers appreciate and respond well to these tools: 52% of consumers who have 
experienced personalization say that they like it when an online store remembers their name when 
they return (e.g., “Welcome, Chris!”).1 We define Web personalization as:

Creating experiences on Web sites or through interactive media that are unique to individuals or 
segments of consumers.

Figure 1 Defining Personalization

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.44345

Type of eCommerce 
interaction Definition Example

One to one Custom Web pages are
delivered to individuals 
based on explicit or inferred 
inputs.

Amazon.com shows different 
home pages to customers 
based on previous 
clickstream path and/or
purchase behavior. 

One to many A finite set of Web pages is 
delivered to customers based
on how those customers
map to predetermined 
segments.

Virgin Mobile’s Web site 
asks customers which 
regional Web site they want 
to set as their default 
navigation option.

Personalization

One to all A single clickstream path or 
set of items appears to 
all customers, regardless 
of their previously exhibited 
behavior or intent.

Weather.com does 
not cookie users and only 
displays custom content if 
users specify that they want it.

Generalization
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Why eCommerce Personalization Matters

As the amount of content online grows — particularly on eCommerce sites that often sell tens 
of thousands of different products — and consumers are left to wade through cumbersome 
experiences on their own, personalized eCommerce experiences promise customer engagement and 
loyalty through increased relevance. Enabled by external tools sometimes called personalization 
engines, recommendation engines, discovery engines, or behavioral targeting tools, personalization 
allows retailers to increase relevance through activities like matching cross-sells to customers based 
on interests or customizing clickstream paths based on previous purchase or visit histories (see 
Figure 2). To elaborate, personalization matters for two primary reasons:

· Consumers value recommendations. Web recommendations are the online equivalent of a 
store or sales associate approaching a customer browsing in a particular department/venue 
and saying, “Here’s a special you may be interested in.” Consumers are often persuaded 
by this approach, as it helps them to discover products and solutions that they might not 
have been familiar with otherwise. Seventy-seven percent of customers say that they find 
recommendations in general somewhat to extremely useful, and roughly one-third of 
consumers who notice recommendations on eCommerce sites report purchasing a product 
based on such recommendations (see Figure 3).

· Prominent successes have fueled interest. Perhaps the two most recognized success cases 
of automated recommendations are Amazon.com’s and Netflix’s homegrown solutions. Both 
gather vast repositories of data from customers that fuel their respective engines daily, and 
their constantly-evolving engines end up driving significant benefits to their overall business. 2 
In the case of Netflix, rentals driven by the recommendation engine experience a much higher 
satisfaction rating than other categories of rentals such as new releases.3 
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Figure 2 Examples Of Personalization

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.44345

Personalization type

Greeting visitors

Saved shopping carts

Saved email preferences

Registries/wishlists

Saved profile/account

Product configurators 

Web site segmentation

Personalized cross-sells

Filtering

How it works Comments/examples

Usually triggered by a customer 
login.

Typically a salutation such as 
“Welcome back, John Smith.” 

Cart has products stored for an
extended period of time, 
usually more than 24 hours.

Frequently depends on a 
Web site’s server capacity and the
length of a consumer’s purchase 
cycle for a given product.

Marketers ask customers which 
type of email marketing messages 
they would like to receive (or how 
frequently) and communicate with 
customers accordingly.

While effective, most email 
marketing by retailers continues 
to be “batch and blast.” 

Products are associated and stored 
with a given customer profile.

Most effective for heavy gifting 
Web sites.

Typically saves billing, shipping, 
and credit card information for 
buyers.

Amazon’s 1-Click ordering: critical 
for convenience-driven, frequent
shoppers.

Tools create unique products,
usually a shell product with some 
customizable attributes. 

While popular with customers,
configurators are more often a 
logistical or operational hurdle.

Creates different clickstream or 
navigation paths or different 
product offers for customers based
on implicit or explicit data. 

Some sites showcase one version 
of a site for new visitors and 
another for repeat visitors.

Products are showcased on a 
product detail page that are likely 
to drive upsells or longer time on 
site.

“Customers who purchased this
also purchased . . .” and “Customers
like you may like . . .”

A series of questions filters a
customer’s preferences and creates
a finite list of options to suit 
his/her needs.

High-ticket items such as cars,
large home appliances, and
consumer electronics are typically
the categories that leverage this
most frequently.

Domain of personalization tools
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Figure 3 Awareness And Perceptions Of eCommerce Recommendations

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.44345

Base: US online consumers

Source: North American Technographics® Retail And Customer Service Online Survey, Q2 2007

Perception of usefulness
(among those aware)

Yes
54%

No
46%

Not at all valuable

Not very valuable

Somewhat valuable

Valuable

Extremely valuable 8%

23%

46%

15%

10%

 

34% of consumers who
noticed recommendations
purchased products based on
aforementioned
recommendations.

“Have you ever noticed that a retailer's site
has included personal recommendations

based on products you or other customers
have researched or purchases in the past?”

Despite Inherent Complexities, Personalization Makes A Comeback 

While personalization features have been a mainstay on sites like Amazon.com for years, most 
eCommerce Web sites have been slow to adopt similar approaches. Why? Because personalizing 
individual experiences online is complex and difficult to execute well. In the past 10 years, several 
companies have tried and failed to execute personalization, scaring off other companies from doing 
the same. The ghost of NetPerceptions still looms, as does the fear of getting it wrong with irrelevant 
or offensive recommendations — like the well-publicized Wal-Mart case.4 

Despite that history, several unique factors are now enabling a renaissance (of sorts) within the category. 
A slew of prominent venture capital firms such as Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers and Hummer 
Winblad Venture Partners have contributed to the explosion of new solutions in recent years. While 
companies such as Art Technology Group (ATG) have had enterprise-level personalization solutions 
for their clients for years, these relatively recent technology developments comprise à la carte tools 
developed to automate (often inexpensively) the otherwise complex process of Web site personalization. 
The following factors make personalization initiatives less scary today for eCommerce executives: 

· Cheaper deployment costs. Whereas past recommendation engines required either significant 
upfront investments (e.g., NetPerceptions) or substantial in-house development efforts to create 
a homegrown solution, current product offerings are much more reasonably priced. Some 
tools even carve relationships/pricing structures with prospects based on a revenue share of 
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incremental revenue generated through the recommendation engine, eliminating any upfront 
costs of the tool. These performance-based incentive structures appeal in particular to smaller 
clients that lack budgets to engage expensive tools. 

· Flexibility within the tools. One of the most common critiques of personalization tools is that 
they are “black boxes” with immutable rules. Given this well-known shortcoming, developers 
of the new generation of tools have taken pains to either work closely with clients to alter 
algorithms or to provide user interfaces where clients can affect rules independently. eBusiness 
executives report that companies such as Aggregate Knowledge and Certona respond very 
rapidly to client requests for change. Other solutions, such as CNET Networks’ Intelligent 
Cross-Sell or ATG’s Adaptive Scenario Engine, enable companies to adjust their own rules 
and take into account incompatible matches (e.g., a laptop bag that does not fit a particular 
laptop). Additionally, the fact that many of these solutions are software-as-a-service (SaaS) 
models enables them to offer flexibility beyond the complicated on-premise solutions that once 
dominated the space. SaaS engines are both lower-cost and easier to engage and maintain. 

· Time to focus on the “nice-to-haves.” For years, eCommerce companies, particularly retailers, 
were focused on basics such as zoom functionality or on-site search tools or even site analytics 
packages. The majority of retailers have now mastered these “must-have” tools and are now 
making forays into the next tier of products that employ more quantitative approaches, such as 
multivariate testing, to improve their businesses.5 One of the beneficiaries of this change is, of 
course, personalization tools. In the past, companies matched product cross-sells on their sites 
manually, generally assigning the task to an individual or a small team of employees. Though 
inexpensive, this approach is laborious, time-consuming, and difficult to scale. In fact, a Shop.
org survey of nearly 200 online retailers executed by Forrester found that 77% of retailers 
executed cross-sells by hand.6 Thirty-seven percent of retailers, however, say that they will focus 
on automated product recommendations in 2008.7

Why eCommerce Personalization Tools Are Unique

eCommerce personalization tools typically create personalized experiences for consumers on Web 
sites by employing a three-step process. It is important to note that this is a unique approach to data 
collection and synthesis: It is distinct from other parts of an eCommerce manager’s tool kit, such as 
site analytics packages or on-site search functionality, which typically rely on strict business rules 
(versus algorithms) most frequently established by marketers and merchandisers. Similar to these 
other tools, though, eCommerce personalization tools are able to drive key metrics such as revenue, 
conversion, average transaction value, time on site, or margin. The high-level process of every 
personalization tool includes the following elements (see Figure 4):

· Inputs. These are data points that are gathered about a customer. These data points can be 
gathered implicitly by observing customer behavior on a Web site (e.g., time on site, clickstream 
behavior, what they buy) or explicitly by asking customers what specifically they are searching for 
or what they would like to see on a Web site. These data points are then evaluated with powerful 
statistical programs to extract commonalities, associations, and cause-and-effect relationships. 
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Figure 4 eCommerce Personalization Tools: How They Work

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.44345

Inputs

Time on site
Keyword searches
Customer reviews

Location ID
Product attributes

Merchant-driven rules
Clicks
Sales

Margin

Algorithm

Collaborative filtering
Bayesian reasoning

Choice modeling
Simple data mining

Outputs

Product detail pages
Home pages

Checkout pages
Emails

Mobile devices
Print collateral

POS devices
Call center software

What 
these
mean

· A proprietary algorithm. Each eCommerce personalization tool has its own separate formula 
for determining which recommendations are most appropriate in any given scenario. Among 
the most common approaches are collaborative filtering and cluster analysis, although the 
reality is that many vendors will employ some combination of existing statistical techniques to 
create a “secret sauce.”8 Some of these personalization tools enable merchant-driven rules to sit 
atop an algorithm. Other companies work closely with clients to adjust algorithms to take into 
account exceptions and other manual overrides to a general formula. 

· Outputs. One of the key differentiating features of eCommerce personalization tools is how 
the results are displayed. Some tools primarily provide simple product recommendations in the 
form of cross-sells and upsells, in which case, fairly straightforward “boxes” appear on product 
detail pages. In the other extreme, landing pages or home pages can change, depending on how 
companies choose to create differing experiences for varying clusters of customers. 

DEFINING THE CURRENT LANDSCAPE OF eCOMMERCE PERSONALIZATION TOOLS

Because of the countless permutations of inputs, algorithms, and outputs, the landscape of 
eCommerce personalization tools is, not surprisingly, complex. While some companies purport 
to simply help create cross-sells, others promise to make a home page more effective than ever. 
Despite the nuanced differences in all their approaches, there are four key buckets that eCommerce 
personalization tools fall into: 
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· Versioning tools. These tools typically personalize an experience by first defining segments 
of consumers and then serving up different iterations of key pages of Web sites (e.g., a home 
page, checkout page, or offer page) (see Figure 5). An example of such an execution would be 
showcasing different versions of a home page to different visitors (e.g., new versus repeat) or 
different offers to different segments of consumers. In some unique situations, the data that 
informs the outputs can also be used across channels to create unique email programs or even 
differentiated print campaigns for individual customers. As a result of their approach, these 
programs typically require extensive creative resources to support the various “versions” of 
an optimization campaign. For companies that want to slowly test what works first or want to 
carefully control their messaging, these tools can be extremely effective. 

· Simple cross-sells. These tools take implicit and sometimes explicit data and simply place what 
they believe to be the most relevant “adjacencies” in a predefined box on a Web page (see Figure 6). 
These are often low-complexity, inexpensive, easy-to-integrate, and simple solutions that help to 
automate the tedious processes of Web site merchandising or cross-selling. Small to midsize 
retailers and other small eBusinesses typically are the most active customers of these tools, and 
companies such as Avail Intelligence, Baynote, CleverSet, and Loomia are solid providers of such 
solutions. 

· Advanced cross-sells. These tools incorporate all of the features of simple cross-sells but also 
have the capability to push suggestions to other parts of a site or company (e.g., a home page, 
outgoing email programs, POS systems, or call centers). Advanced cross-sell solutions run the 
gamut from souped-up single-cross-sell solutions that can operate seamlessly in different areas of 
a Web site to more sophisticated solutions that create completely different navigation experiences 
for different customers. The key element that distinguishes advanced cross-sells is that they take 
outputs and feature them dynamically in a manner that is more than just “a box on a page” (see 
Figure 7). Blockbuster, for instance, works with a company called ChoiceStream to provide 
recommendations at virtually every stop during a visitor’s session, similar to Netflix’s execution. 

· Interactive filtering solutions. Given the vast assortment of products available online, consumers 
are often overwhelmed by the process of finding an appropriate match for their needs. Interactive 
filtering tools ask consumers for specific inputs, usually by posing a series of questions and then 
matching responses based on their preferences (see Figure 8). The key factor that differentiates 
these tools from the other eCommerce personalization tools is that consumers essentially “raise 
their hand” and say what sort of information they want, and companies work to provide specific 
data or products that meets those needs. Companies such as Zafu.com and Karmaloop.com 
employ interactive filtering tools particularly well. Zafu asks consumers to answer a series of 
questions and matches difficult-to-fit products (e.g., jeans or lingerie) with respondents’ needs. 
Karmaloop, which works with the company MyBuys, gives customers the opportunity to receive 
email or RSS alerts based on specific products or brands that they may be interested in. 
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Figure 5 Versioning Tools

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.44345

Key characteristics: Versioning tools enable sites to showcase different executions of site elements such as the
home page to different customers.
Pros: Creates more relevant paths to discover products than a “one-for-all approach.”
Cons: Often requires extensive resources to analyze segment data and execute different creative treatments.

Did you know?
Neiman Marcus created two
executions of its home page:
for repeat visitors on the top
and new customers on the
bottom.
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Figure 6 Simple Cross-Sell Tools

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.44345

Key characteristics: Simple cross-sells  provide customers with associated products, usually only at the product
detail page. Usually, a fixed number of items reside in the same spot on a given page.
Pros: Easy ways to drive increased average order value, as well as engagement with a site, particularly
when automated.
Cons: Business rules determining cross-sells often have to be massaged to effectively showcase the most
effective cross-sells.

Did you know?
SmartBargains.com provides
cross-sells and upsells of
various items adjacent to the
product image and description.
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Figure 7 Advanced Cross-Sell Tools

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.44345

Key characteristics: Advanced cross-sells are integrated more extensively than just on a product detail page;
they can appear on home pages, category-level pages, checkout pages, or in emails or during call center
contacts.
Pros: Creates a potentially very relevant experience for customers as they click through every page of a
Web site.
Cons: More difficult to execute than simple cross-sells because it touches more pages; the best executions
often require significant page/site redesign efforts. It is most effective when a site has significant traffic or an
enormous assortment of SKUs.

Did you know?
Netflix provides product
recommendations throughout
the site — on a returning
visitor’s home page on the left
and within a category page on
the right.
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Figure 8 Interactive Filtering Tools

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.44345

Key characteristics: A series of questions is posed to customers, and a broad set of products is
narrowed; explicit customer preferences yield specific product recommendations.
Pros: Empowers customers to find products that suit their needs and enables Web sites to tailor broad
assortments to customers who may not know what they want.
Cons: Sometimes difficult to create appropriate attributes for search that are meaningful to customers.

Did you know?
Gifts.com uses a visual
approach to filtering, asking
customers to make choices
based on pictures that best
describe a gift recipient.
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FINDING THE RIGHT eCOMMERCE PERSONALIZATION SOLUTION 

Different companies naturally have different needs, and the fact that eCommerce personalization 
tools are so different from one another means that some solutions are better fits for some 
companies than others (see Figure 9). There are three characteristics of a company that affect which 
personalization tool is the best fit: 

· The degree of internal resources available. Versioning tools, for instance, generally require 
extensive creative resources and consequently are resource-intensive. Such tools therefore make 
the most sense for companies that find it particularly important to communicate an appropriate 
message to customers in those moments. Such companies are also often associated with higher 
customer acquisition costs and lifetime customer values, which makes partners such as ATG, 
Kefta, and TouchClarity useful. Other companies may find that partners such as ChoiceStream 
make sense, as the vendor provides a particularly rich solution that is well suited to large, high-
traffic Web sites with a large number of products. Simple cross-sell tools, on the other hand, 
are self-tuning turnkey solutions that can execute effective solutions with minimal client input. 
Companies such as CleverSet have explicitly helped small and midsize retailers achieve this end. 

· The depth of assortment. Firms with thousands of products or items have a much greater level 
of complexity in their cross-selling needs than companies with only a few hundred products. 
For those companies that have broad and deep inventories, tools that are powerful enough to 
create value across these types of assortments are critical, since in many cases, products are 
often incompatible and require a powerful rules engine to address. In such situations, interactive 
filtering tools and cross-sell tools with the ability to accommodate such rules are best to manage 
vast and complex product arrays. Versioning tools, on the other hand, likely make more sense 
for companies with small assortments with high-consideration needs (e.g., financial services or 
auto sites). 

· The downside of “getting it wrong.” For some companies — particularly high-ticket, 
high-consideration purchases — consumer visits to a Web site may be so infrequent that 
inappropriate or ineffective optimization may alienate a customer altogether. For other 
companies, the Web site may be so closely monitored by senior executives that a completely 
automated algorithm would be counterproductive. In yet other situations, families of products 
or recommendations may be incompatible altogether. In any of these cases, eCommerce 
managers should look for solutions that are extremely flexible and blend automation with a clear 
ability to layer on client-powered manual rules. In general, personalization tools today are not 

“black boxes,” although it is important to note that the some vendors are more likely to provide 
clients with the flexibility to make rapid, on-the-fly adjustments to their algorithms. Companies 
that therefore find it important to closely control or affect the outputs would be best served by 
considering one of the options that enable high degrees of flexibility.
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Figure 9 Which eCommerce Personalization Engines Work For Which Companies

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.44345

Versioning tools
Simple cross-

sell tools
Advanced cross-

sell tools
Interactive 

filtering tools
The following work best 
when a firm has:

Extensive resources (e.g., 
headcount, budget) to
dedicate to personalization
engines

An extremely broad or complex
assortment of products 

A need to exert close control/
input over content displayed 
on its site

Key Questions To Consider During Vendor Evaluation

Numerous companies have created solutions in the eCommerce personalization tool space in recent 
years. Some, such as Aggregate Knowledge and Loomia, are standalone firms funded by angel or 
venture capital investors. Others, such as Coremetrics and ATG, are enterprise-level solutions that 
have created personalization tools to supplement their existing solution set (see Figure 10). In many 
of these cases, the world of eCommerce personalization tools is still young and evolving. Given the 
complexity of the landscape, it is critical to ask any prospective vendors the following questions, as 
certain characteristics may ultimately prove to be more fruitful partnerships for some companies. 

· How much data is gathered and from where? This is perhaps the most important question 
to ask a personalization tool company, because one of the biggest stumbling blocks of 
eCommerce optimization is a concept called the “cold start,” which essentially means that there 
is not enough data to provide meaningful recommendations. In this case, regardless of the 
sophistication of an algorithm or the number of Ph.D.s who crafted it, sparse data sets will yield 
poor recommendations, which not only creates a poor customer experience but also does little 
to drive sales.9 Companies such as ChoiceStream are able to address this issue by creating entire 
taxonomies of associations for their clients. CNET Networks’ Intelligent Cross-Sell leverages 
the data that the company has gathered over the years from its shopping comparison tool for 
consumer electronics and computer hardware/software. Aggregate Knowledge drops third-party 
cookies onto its network of sites and gathers vast quantities of data throughout the Web that 
inform recommendations (e.g., data from The Washington Post Web site can inform product 
recommendations on Overstock.com). 

· How sophisticated is the reporting? Given that lifts in sales can be very subtle and are 
frequently associated with certain key pages, it is critical to understand how personalization 
tools interact with conversion. Site analytics and Web site tagging, while helpful, are generally 
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insufficient to gauge the entire effectiveness of a personalization tool. Tools by vendors such as 
Certona have the capability to drill down their reports to an item level, which can be critical to 
providing insight into what specifically is working (or not). 

· How quickly can the algorithm be changed/adjusted if necessary? One of the downfalls of the 
early engines was the “black box” or the relative lack of mutability around the formulas. While 
the “black box” is virtually nonexistent today, alterations to an algorithm are typically made in 
one of two ways: either by the client company or through a client services function provided 
by the vendor. Companies such as ATG, CNET Networks, Coremetrics, and Mercado Software 
enable the former, while Aggregate Knowledge, Certona, and ChoiceStream typically provide 
the latter for clients. 

· How many clients does a vendor have, specifically within your industry/vertical? Given 
the relative youth of so many of the eCommerce personalization tools, any company with 
experience in a given vertical or industry will likely have an advantage over other competitors. 
Why? The company will probably have already addressed the complex nuances of a particular 
industry, which means less algorithm tweaking after deployment. Coremetrics and CleverSet are 
two examples that are heavily focused on the retail sector, while companies such as TouchClarity 
actually grew from a background in the financial services vertical. Others, such as Aggregate 
Knowledge and Baynote, have experience working with media and content providers, in 
addition to focusing on retail. ChoiceStream has perhaps the industry’s deepest experience with 
media companies but is also gaining traction in other sectors within retail, particularly with 
heavy-traffic, SKU-intensive sites. 

· How well-capitalized are these companies? The influx of funding into the eCommerce 
personalization tool space has already affected the landscape. Acxiom’s purchase of Kefta 
and Omniture’s acquisition of TouchClarity make Kefta and TouchClarity more likely to be 
upsells to existing Acxiom and TouchClarity clients and may affect their future road maps and 
commitments to clients. Likewise, the relatively rich capitalization from venture capitalists of 
firms such as ChoiceStream and Aggregate Knowledge puts pressure on the sales processes of 
less capitalized competitors. 

· Is the tool a standalone tool or is it part of a larger package? As mentioned above, some 
of the personalization tools sell only recommendation engines. Others, such as Endeca or 
Coremetrics, sell on-site search or site analytics first and optimization products as incremental 
(and sometimes separate) features. While it can often be easier to just manage a single vendor, 
the risk associated with an all-in-one solution is that it is less likely to be “best-in-class,” since 
development efforts are primarily focused on flagship rather than ancillary products. 

· Are you comfortable with third-party cookies? Some companies rely on third-party cookies as 
a means of gathering incremental data. This means that some key elements of information — 
such as where, when, and how consumers click through a Web site — are shared, albeit 
anonymously, in a larger pool of data to unearth consumer behavior and reactions to different 
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types of content across the Web. Companies uncomfortable with this approach should carefully 
qualify such companies to evaluate if a relationship make sense. For companies reluctant to pool 
their data, partners using third-party cookies may not make sense, but for those businesses bold 
enough to be part of a data consortium, the results can be extremely rewarding. 

Figure 10 Selected Vendors And Core Personalization Offerings

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.44345

*Forrester estimate

ATG Adaptive Scenario (Engine) N/A Y Y Y Y

Comments: Among the longest-standing tools in the eCommerce personalization space; versioning
tool requires extensive resources to leverage 100%.

Versioning
Simple

cross-sells
Advanced
cross-sells

Interactive
filtering tools

Company/
product revenue

from
personalization

tools*

Enterprise companies with suite offerings10-1

Comments: Recommendations powered by the core site analytics solutions can be integrated into an
eCommerce platform or content management system; primarily designed for retailers.

Y Y$3M-$10MCoremetrics Intelligent (Offer) N N

Comments: Core on-site search platform can be extended across client Web sites.
Y Y YN/AEndeca N

Comments: Core enterprise search platform powers cross-sells with Australian company Agent Arts,
which started with large telco clients and was known for recommendations on mobile devices.

Y YN/AFAST Recommendations NN

Comments: Core on-site search platform can be extended across client Web sites.

Y Y YN/AMercado N

Comments: Known for versioning of offers, primarily on financial services sites in the UK; recently
acquired by Omniture.

Y$3M-$10MTouch Clarity N NN

Comments: Known for landing page optimization; recently acquired by Acxiom.

Y$3M-$10MKefta N N N

Comments: Built on the data gathered from the company’s comparison-shopping engine; enables
merchant-driven rule to be layered atop algorithm; only works for CNET product categories (e.g.,
consumer electronics, computer hardware).

Y<$3MCNET Intelligent (Cross-sell) N NN
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Figure 10 Selected Vendors And Core Personalization Offerings (Cont.)

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.44345

*Forrester estimate

Standalone personalization engines10-2

Versioning
Simple

cross-sells
Advanced
cross-sells

Interactive
filtering Tools

Company/
product revenue

from
personalization

tools*
Aggregate Knowledge $3M-$10M Y Y
Comments: Leverages data from a network of sites to create recommendations on retail and media
sites; recently received $25M from Kleiner Perkins, a key Google investor.

NN

Avail Intelligence <$3M Y
Comments: Small Scandinavian firm with a solid technology that works primarily with European
eCommerce clients.

N N N

Baynote $3M-$10M Y Y
Comments: Core technology initially deployed on content sites but now scalable to retail; funded by
Hummer Winblad, former investors in NetPerceptions.

NN

Certona $3M-$10M Y
Comments: Strong SaaS technology company focused on the retail sector; known for strong client
service and reporting.

YN N

Criteo <$3M Y Y
Comments: French company initially focused on media recommendations; primarily works with
European clients.

NN

Choicestream $10M+ YY Y
Comments: Largest and longest-standing of the “pure-play” personalization engines; started with media
properties but has since expanded to softlines retail and a relationship with N2N.

Y

CleverSet <$3M Y
Comments: Small company built on National Science Foundation grant; research focused primarily on
small and midsize retailers.

N N N

Loomia <$3M Y
Comments: Northern California company focused on media and retail; featured on the Wall Street
Journal Web site.

NN N

MyBuys <$3M Y
Comments: Primarily sends emails and RSS feeds to consumers based on preferences stated on product
detail and category pages of retail Web sites.

NNN
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W H A T  I T  M E A N S

CONSOLIDATION AMONG VENDORS WILL BE THE NEXT STEP

The landscape of solutions in the eCommerce personalization tool world will inevitably evolve 
as the industry matures. There will no doubt be a clear set of winners and standards for business 
operations. Among the likely outcomes are:

· A shakeout of some current players. The plethora of very similar personalization tool 
solutions (some are available as standalone tools and others are available as value-added 
features to other tools) indicates that there is a glut in the industry that will likely lead to the 
acquisition or elimination of several players. The costs of maintaining and growing these 
tools from a technology and business development standpoint will only be palatable for the 
most capitalized companies. The other firms will either declare bankruptcy or merge their 
clients with larger, more influential players. As evidence of this consolidation, FAST Search 
recently acquired Agent Arts, and Web content management provider Vignette forged a 
partnership with Baynote. Enterprise companies such as Coremetrics or Endeca would be 
well served to consider alliances with players such as Certona or Aggregate Knowledge that 
are developing strong client bases and effective results for clients. 

· Standardized pricing structures. The land grab for clients among the numerous vendors 
in the space has resulted in a dizzying array of pricing structures ranging from revenue 
shares to price-per-click models to flat fees to equity investment opportunities. As in the 
case of most other eCommerce tools such as rich media tools or on-site search, eCommerce 
personalization tools vendors will be wise to adopt a multiyear flat-fee model with some 
variation based on usage of the tool. This will likely be the natural course of action once the 
tools are established as “must-haves.” It not only provides predictable revenue streams for 
vendors but also enables effective budgeting on the part of client companies. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Companies Interviewed For This Document 

Agent Arts

Aggregate Knowledge

Art Technology Group

Avail Intelligence 

Baynote

Certona

ChoiceStream

CleverSet

CNET Networks

Coremetrics

Criteo.com

GSI Commerce

Kefta

Loomia 

MyBuys

Overstock.com 

TouchClarity

ENDNOTES
1  Additionally, 37% of consumers who have experienced Web site personalization like it when an online store 

recommends products based on other items that the consumer may be browsing or buying (e.g., “You might 
like . . .”) Source: Forrester’s North American Consumer Technology Adoption Study (NACTAS) Q4 2006 
Survey.

2  Nexflix’s Chief Content Officer Ted Sarandos reported at Cowen’s second annual Internet Conference on 
December 7, 2006, that the company collects millions of ratings annually that drive 70% of the rentals; the 
company classifies this as “back catalog” (versus new releases). 

3 Ted Sarandos reported during the same conference that the movies that consumers rent based on 
recommendations on average are approaching an overall rating of 9 on a 10-point scale. 

4  Early in the dot-com boom, NetPerceptions was one of the first recommendation engines of its type to 
promise Web site recommendations built by Ph.Ds and based on customer behavior. It was well capitalized 
by prominent Silicon Valley venture capital firms such as Hummer Winblad and promised superior 
personalization to clients, frequently online retailers. The company faced many challenges — among them, 
a heavy cost for deployment (clients were typically engaged for six-figure fees), an impending dot-com bust 
(and subsequent evaporation of dollars to deploy tools such as NetPerceptions), and a general perception 
that the tool was a “black box” (i.e., one that was entirely algorithm-driven, without the ability of a company 
to adjust rules based on customer or product quirks). Not surprisingly, NetPerceptions was a classic dot-
bomb, first filing for an IPO but then quickly going out of business shortly thereafter. 

In early 2006, Wal-Mart was lambasted in the media for recommending Martin Luther King documentaries 
aside Planet of the Apes DVDs. Wal-Mart subsequently suspended its movie recommendation suggestions 
altogether. Source: “Wal-Mart ends automated movie suggestions” USA Today, January 6, 2006 (http://www.
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usatoday.com/tech/news/2006-01-05-wal-mart-offensive_x.htm).

5  Eighty-one percent of retailers say that they will make A/B and/or multivariate testing a priority in the 
coming 12 months. Source: “The State of Retailing Online 2007” (http://www.shop.org/soro07/).

6  Twenty-three percent of retailers also reported engaging in explicit Web site personalization. Source: “The 
State of Retailing Online 2007” (http://www.shop.org/soro07/)

7  Source: “The State of Retailing Online 2007” (http://www.shop.org/soro07/)

8  Different statistical analyses form the basis of the various algorithms employed by the various 
personalization tools. Collaborative filtering is generally regarded as product-to-product associations 
and is most easily identified with phrases such as “Consumers who bought X also bought Y.” Cluster 
analysis extracts correlations among large data sets and can help to create different customer segments that 
marketers can address accordingly. 

9  By contrast, when pitted against one another, with enough data, nearly all strong personalization 
tools will yield similar results. The Netflix Prize, in which Netflix challenged developers to improve its 
recommendation engine by 10% and provided the same data set to all developers, has yielded numerous 
participants who have all improved the results of the existing engine by a low- to mid-single-digit percent. 
While nearly 30,000 contestants participated, as of November 13, 2007, the leading participant in the 
contest was a team from AT&T labs that improved the algorithm by 8.43% and was the result of the 
company spending 2,000 hours on the project. That is comparable to the improvements reported by nearly 
all of the satisfied clients of the above-mentioned recommendation engines. 
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